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Cover
Two copies of the image were made and cropped. The second image was sharpened, the noise was reduced, lemons were colored and layered on top of the first image.

Page 4
Image was cropped and a gradient fade layer was added.

Page 5
Image was cropped and a gradient fade layer was added.

Image was cropped and color was added to the person and apricots.
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Image was cropped.

Page 7
Image was cropped and a gradient fade layer was added.

Image was cropped. The person, wagon and bags of walnuts were colored.

Page 10
Image was cropped, three steer were colored and a gradient fade layer was added.
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Page 13

Image was cropped, saturation was set to zero and a gradient fade layer was added.


Image was cropped.

Page 15

Image was cropped and a gradient fade layer was added.


Image was cropped and color was added to the field.
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Page 16
Image was cropped and a gradient fade layer was added.

Page 27
Image was masked and a six-color trace filter was added.

All other images in the 2022 Crop & Livestock Report were taken by, and are the property of, the County of Ventura Department of Agriculture/Weights & Measures or have been given the rights it use.